CONCLUDING REMARKS
The preferred future STOVL fighter will, of necessity, be a multl-mlsslon aircraft.
Military strategy, logistics, and economics issues wlll emphasize high levels of effectlveness for the aircraft in flghter/Intercept, attack/bomber, and long loiter air patrol roles.
Fixed cycle propulsion concepts may not successfully perform all these functions.
Thls is the area of opportunity for the dual-mode SPTF engine.
Dual mode capability in the tandem fan was originally intended for vertical operations, but It has been shown that the high bypass parallel mode In subsonic cruise can reduce fuel usage. Parallel mode cruise may require new features such as special configuration for the rear fan intake and Harrler-type front nozzles for the fan exhaust.
But wlth such nozzles on the alrcraft and afterburnlng at the rear nozzle, hlgh performance fully-vectorable short takeoff is possible in the parallel mode.
The rear fan intake may In fact be incorporated in the supersonic (main) inlet and the dlverter valve could be used to reduce spillage drag In series mode operation by conducting inlet bypass air to the (non-flowing) front nozzles.
The full effect of the unique features and operational advantages of the SPTF engine depends on careful selection of the aircraft configuration.
Alrframe/englne integration requirements, such as hover thrust split, can strongly influence engine performance and weight and may compromise flight performance of the aircraft. Lower thrust split in dry parallel mode (hover) is better for the SPTF engine In terms of lower required pressure ratio in the front fan, higher ratios of parallel to series mode thrust, and lower engine weight per unit of hover thrust. Configuration of the aircraft to reduce the required hover thrust split Is a prime consideratlon.
But the engine itself may be modified to decrease the required split by incorporating a ventral nozzle (not covered in thls study), located closer to the core, for use In dry hover.
The The only unique component in the SPTF system appears to be the dlverter valve and Interduct. The design issues here are minimum slze, weight, and pressure loss.
The front fan bearing structure and shaft extension may also challenge the designer with problems in minimum weight and dynamic effects.
From the viewpoint of propulsion technology in general, the SPTF engine presents the same 
